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• Sustainability at DART 
• Sustainability “Then”
• Headlines 
• Sustainability “Now”
• What’s Ahead

Agenda
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• DART has a long standing experience of sustainable planning, project 
development, operations and maintenance practices 
– practices evolved with industry technologies and practices. 

• Industry leader, particularly in the area of fuel technologies, facility waste 
reduction,  vehicle “right sizing” in service planning, office technologies, and 
State of Good Repair     

• DART Board identified Sustainability as a Strategic Priority in 2011 
• DART became a signatory to APTA’s Sustainability Program in December 2011
• Sustainability Framework Plan and submittal to APTA in 2012 led to Bronze-level 

recognition

Sustainability at DART
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• 2012 Sustainability Plan was broad but initial focus was on 
environmental metrics
– Other elements were not well defined at that point

• Although DART sustainability practices continued, staff changes and 
changing agency priorities made maintaining plan momentum difficult
– Who tracks the metrics?
– Who develops the other elements and metrics?
– Who writes the stories?
– Who communicates the plan and the progress?

Sustainability Approach “Then”
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• In 2017, there were a lot of headlines…

Headlines
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• Often negative stories and headlines
– Create perceptions 
– Affects ridership – current and future
– Affects morale

• Good stories don’t always make the news
– Beneficial programs
– New and innovative ideas
– Value to community

Headlines
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• Refresh our sustainability approach to tell our story, our 
way

• Management survey and department interviews to start process

The Opportunity
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• Opportunity

Interviews and Survey
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• Opportunity

Interviews and Survey
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• Opportunity

Interviews and Survey
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• Communications and improved storytelling
• Overcoming perceptions
• Technology as a change agent

Interview Themes
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• Equal emphasis on all three pillars
– Community
– Agency
– Planet

• Inter-Departmental collaboration was (and will continue to be) key
• Two workshops led to refinement of:

– Focus Areas and Goal Statements
– Targets and Metrics
– Stories

Sustainability Approach “Now”
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• What focus areas are most important to us, our customers and our stakeholders?  

Focus Areas to Frame our Story
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Workshop #1
Goals, Targets, Metrics
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Sustainability 
Framework
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• What are you proud of and want to share?
• Different story options 

– Focus on a particular metric
o Increased MWDBE contracts by 30% in FY18

– Highlight major milestones
o Met water use reduction target by implementing 

new landscaping guidelines at all light rail stations

– Share information about a program, policy, 
or activity
o Launched new features for the Say Something app

Workshop #2
Stories
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Internal 
DART Sustainability Plan

• Communicate new sustainability vision, 
framework, and measurable goals

• Demonstrate leadership commitment 
• Demonstrate connection to DART’s 

mission and strategic plan
• Document the collaborative process 

that informed sustainability framework 

Two Products
External 

DART Sustainability Progress Report
• Document progress made on 

sustainability goals, initiatives, and 
programs during the fiscal year

• Share goals, targets, and metrics
• Report the data
• Discuss trends
• Tell our story
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What’s Next
Dec - Feb What’s Next Nov 

In-person 
interviews
EMT Briefing

Define sustainability 
framework
Information review

Feb

Workshop #1

March - May

Reviewed feedback
Second round of interviews
Refined framework
Data collection

June

Workshop #2
Finalize framework
Data collection

Sustainability 
Plan Report

Data collection 
& dashboard

Sustainability 
Progress Report
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Messaging
• Messaging is being discussed now
• DART rebranding effort
• Social media
• Replace or supplement current 

publications
• At facilities and on vehicles
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